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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hilbert space. The following theorem was given by Lange in 
161: 
THEOREM A. Let T be a monotone demicontinuous operator with 
domain D(T) = H and range R(T) c H. 
(i) If there exists a positive number r with the property 
II T(O)Il < r < $jgfIl Txll, 
then B,(O) c R(T). 
(ii) If there exist positive constants r, s and x,, E H with the propoerty 
then B,( y,) c T(B,(x,)), where TX, = y,. 
Here B,(u,) = (U E H; I] u - uO(] < r). This result of Lange was extended 
by the author [3] to Banach spaces X with weakly continuous duality maps, 
and m-accretive operators defined on subsets of X. However, the method 
developed in [ 3,6] cannot be applied to general Banach spaces because of 
the strong role played by the weak continuity of the duality map involved. 
Our purpose here is to further extend the above result and obtain other 
related results in general Banach spaces that do not necessarily possess 
weakly continuous duality maps, and operators T satisfying various 
continuity and accretiveness assumptions. The methods employed in this 
paper involve existence theorems for ordinary differential equations in 
Banach spaces. Such theorems have been obtained by Kato [4], Browder [l] 
and Martin 171. Our results generalize and extend various results on the 
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ranges of accretive operators in the above references as well as in Deimling 
[2], Schtineberg [8] and Yen [ 101. 
In Section 2 we give some preliminary definitions and auxiliary results 
concerning the existence of solutions to differential equations with accretive 
mappings. In Section 3 we study the problem mentioned for m-accretive 
mappings in Banach spaces X which have uniformly convex duals. An 
example illustrating one of our results is given in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
In what follows, X will denote a Banach space with dual X*. The letter J 
will denote the duality map of X, i.e., the map J: X-+ 2’* such that, for every 
x E x, 
where (x,f) denotes the value of the linear functional f E X* at x E X. This 
mapping is well defined by the Hahn-Banach theorem and is single valued if 
x* is strictly convex. If, moreover, X* is uniformly convex, then J is 
uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X (cf. Kato [4]). All the 
operators T considered have domain D(T) and range R(T) in X. An operator 
T is said to be demicontinuous if it is continuous on D(T) from the strong 
topology to the weak topology of X. The operator T is said to be accretive if 
for every x, y E D(T) there exists f E J(x - v) such that 
Re( Tx - Ty, f) > 0. 
T is m-accretive if it is accretive and such that R(AZ + T) =X for every 
/1 > 0, where I is the identity operator on X. 
We let R, = [0, co), R = (-co, co) and denote by “G” strong 
convergence. We denote by A, &t the closure and the boundary of A c X in 
X, respectively. The following existence theorem for m-accretive operators 
was obtained by Kato [4] 
THEOREM B. Let X* be untformly convex. Let T be an m-accretive 
operator and v E D(T) be fixed. Then the problem 
u’(t) = -Tu(t), u(O)=v, tER+, (El 
has a unique solution. This means that there is a unique strongly continuous, 
weakly continuously differentiable function u(t) which satisj?es (E) on R, 
(u’(t) is the weak derivative). Moreover, if we set U(t)v = u(t), t E R + , then 
the mappings U(t), t E R + , form a strongly continuous semigroup of nonex- 
pansive mappings on D(T). 
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From Theorems 9.15, 9.16 in Browder [l] we also obtain that ]]u’(t)]] is 
nonincreasing on R + , and that if X is also uniformly convex, then Tu(t) is 
strongly continuous on R + from the right. 
The following result can be found in Browder [ 1, Theorems 9.5, 9.91. 
THEOREM C. Let X* be uniformly convex. Let v be a point in X, N a 
neighborhood of v in X. Suppose that T is a demicontinuous accretive 
operator on D(T) = N. 
Then there exists a constant d > 0 and a unique strongly continuous, 
weakly C’ solution to the problem 
u’(t) = -Tu(t), u(0) = v, t E [0, d). 
Moreover, II W)ll is bounded above by the number M = 
liminf,~+,+ lW’[W - u(O)lll on the maximal interval of existence o,f u(t). 
It should be noted here that T is accretive if and only if T is accretive in 
the sense of Deimling [2]. This follows easily from the weak* compactness 
of the closed balls in X* (cf. [5, p. 991). 
Let T: D(T) c X + X be given with D(T) containing elements of 
arbitrarily large norm. Then 
is the intimum of all accumulation points of all sequences {]I Tx,II}F= I with 
-GW’I and ll~~llk++ co as n--t 00. Whenever a condition is asumed on 
the operator T involving behaviour at infinity, the domain D(T) will be 
asumed to contain elements of arbitrarily large norm. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We first give a theorem that extends Theorem A to m-accretive operators 
T and Banach spaces X with X, X* uniformly convex. Part of the proof 
follows from considerations of Browder [I] and Lange [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Let X, X* be uniformly convex. Let T be an m-accretive 
operator with D(T) containing zero. Moreover, let 
(C,) 
where r is a positive constant. Then B,(O) c R(T). 
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From the proof of the above theorem it will become evident that the 
operator T is onto if D(T) is a bounded subset of X. Naturally, in this case 
(C,) is void. The proof of Theorem 1 follows from the three lemmas below. 
The hypotheses of the theorem will be assumed in all of them. 
LEMMA 1. B,,(O) = R(T), where P = (r - II T(Oll)/2. 
LEMMA 2. aB,(O) c R(T) with p as in Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. B,,(O)cR(T). 
Proof of Lemma 1. Fix p E B, and let x, E D(T) satisfy 
TX, + (l/n>x, = P, n = 1, 2,... . (1) 
This is possible by the m-accretiveness of T. We are going to show that the 
sequence (xn}, n = 1,2,... is bounded. To this end, we have 
WY, - T(O), 4x,)) + WW), 4-U) + (l/n) Ilx,lI* = Wp, 4x,)), (2) 
which, by the accretiveness of T, implies 
(I/n> llxnll G llW4ll + II PIL n = 1, 2,... . (3) 
Now assume that for some subsequence of ix,), n = 1, Z,..., which we also 
denote by (x, }, we have 
lim /Ix,/1 = +co. 
n-cc 
Then, given E > 0, there exists N(E) > 0 such that 
II Tx,II > r - E, n > N(E). 
Consequently, for n > N(c), 
r-ll~ll-~<IlWl-Il~ll~llTxn-PII 
= (I/n> II-G/I G II WVII + II PII- 
It follows that 
(4) 
a contradiction. Consequently, the sequence Ix,,}, n = 1,2,..., is bounded. 
Since lim Tx,=p as n+ co, and the space is reflexive, there is a subsequence 
of Ix,}, such that x,-+x,, weakly as n -+ 00 with x,, E D(T). Now let TX= 
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TX - p, x E D(T). Then Y? is an m-accretive mapping with domain D(T). 
Thus, according to Theorem B, the problem 
u’(t) = -h(t), u(0) = 2) (5) 
has a unique solution U(t)u, t E R + , for any u E D(T) and the family 
{W)}, tE R,, is a strongly continuous semigroup of nonexpansive maps on 
D( 7) which can be extended to the convex set b(T) (cf. Browder [ 11). At 
this point part of the proof follows as in Theorem 10.6 of Browder [ 11. It is 
included for the sake of completeness. Let G, denote the convex closure of 
the set (x~,x,+~,... }. Then the nonexpansive mapping U(t) has a fixed in G, 
for every m = 1, 2,..., t > 0. In fact, for fixed t > 0, m, we have 
-I 
U(t)x, - xk = 
! 
- FU(s) xk ds (6) 
0 
or 
II~~~~~~-~~II~~II~~~/I~ k = m, m + l,... . (7) 
Here we use the fact that ]]u’(t)]] < /u’(O)]] for any solution of the 
problem (5). Inequality (7) implies now that 
lim [U(t)x, - xk] = 0, 
k-cc 
tER+. (8) 
Thus, 0 E (I - U(t))(G,). S’ mce G, is closed and bounded and the space is 
uniformly convex, Theorem 8.4 in Browder [l] implies that the set 
(I- U(t))(G,) is closed. Thus U(t) has a fixed point in G, for any t > 0, 
m = 1, 2,... . If F,(t) is the set of fixed points of U(t) in G,, we have 
0, F,,,(t) # 4 because {F,,,(t)} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty, closed, 
convex and bounded sets. Since 0, G,,, = {x0}, we obtain that x0 is a 
common fixed point of U(t), t > 0. From 
-T(x,) = ,“z (l/t)(U(t) - 1)x, = 0, (9) 
we obtain that TX, = p, which proves that B, c R(T). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let y E X be such that ]I y ]I = ,u. Also, let y,, E B, be 
such that y, --* y as m + co. Then since the ball B, is contained in R(T), by 
Lemma 1, there exists a sequence x, E D(T), m = 1, 2,..., such that y, = 
T(x,). To show that {x,} is bounded, assume that {X,} is a subsequence of 
it such that ]\X,]] --) +co as m + co. Letting V;, = TZ, we obtain 
I/y (I = $ni$II Y,J= hnEf II T-f,,11 
(10) 
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which is a contradiction. Thus, {x,} is bounded and contains a subsequence, 
denoted again by {x,}, converging weakly to some x0 E D(T) as m + co. 
Since Tk, -+ y as m + co, the argument of the proof of Lemma 1 can be used 
to obtain TX, = y. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the operator TX = T(x +x0) on 
D(T)--x,=D,, where x0 has been chosen so that T(x,) = 0. Such an x0 
exists by Lemma 1. Then p(O) = 0, i; is m-accretive on D, and 
r < lizin; I( Txll< lirrrif ]( fx]]. (11) 
I/+~ II+A 
It follows from Lemma 2 that the closed ball B,/*(O) is contained in R(T) = 
R(T). 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 3 it follows that B,,,(O) c R(T) for 
all operators T satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1. Now the proof 
follows as in Lemma 3 of Lange [6]. Let L, denote the class of all m- 
accretive operators S: D(T) +X satisfying (C,) with T replaced by S. We 
shall show that B,(O) c R(S) for any S E L,. To this end, letting B,(O) = B, 
for r > 0, we observe first that 
where rn = a,r,e, = 1 - 2-“, n = 1, 2 ,.,.. We apply induction on n to obtain 
the result that B,” c R(S), n = 1, 2 ,.... In fact, we note first that for n = 1, 
BrncR(S) for any SE L,, for some r > 0. This follows from Lemma 3. 
Now assume that the ball Brn belongs to R(S) for every S E L,., for some 
r > 0. To show that B,,+, c R(S) for such S’s, it suffices to show that if 
y E X is such that 
r, < lI~4 G rntl (13) 
then the equation y = Sx has a solution provided that S E L,, for some 
r > 0. We fix y E X with ]] y ]] E (r,, r, + ,) and we write y = u, + u, with 
u, = Wll Yll)A u, = Y - url = (1 - MI/II Y II>> Y, (14) 
where d, = 2”(]] y]l - r,) > 0. It follows easily that 
IId/ =4,, Ilu,ll = llvll -dn (15) 
II 0, II = a,@ - 4J = a,s, y 
d<r-d,=s,. 
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Let T,,: D(T)--x,+X be defined by 
T,x=S(x+x,)-u,, (16) 
where S belongs to L,, for some r > 0, and Sx, = 0. Then the operator T, is 
m-accretive on D, = D(T) - x0 and 
/I T,(O)ll = I/ u, II = d, < s, = r - d, < limk’ll T,xil. 
IPII-co 
By the induction hypothesis, the equation T,x = v, has a solution for every 
v, E X with II v, I/ < a,(r - d,) = a,s, < u,, r = r,. In particular, since I( u,,ll = 
a,,~~, there is at least one solution to the equation T,x = v,, . However, this is 
equivalent to solving y = Sx. If I/y II = rn+ i, then the conclusion follows 
eaxtly as in Lemma 2 and is therefore omitted. This completes the proof. 
The above theorem has the following interesting corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, let 
&mm II WI = +a. + 
XCD(T) 
Then R(T) =X. 
Proof: B,(O) c R(T) for every r > 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that T is as in Theorem 1 without necessarily 
(C,). Furthermore, let 
r < inf 
qx -X0/I zs II TX - %Il~ 
x-ED(T) 
where r, s are positive constants and x,, a fixed point in D(T). Then if 
TX, = ~0 3 BAY,) = V,(xo) n D(T)). 
Proof We consider the operator TX = T(x + x0) -- T(x,), 
x E D( 7’) - x0 = D, . Then T is m-accretive on D, and F(O) = 0. Moreover, 
l~gh&fll Fxll > ,,i$, II FCu)ll= inf ~/x-~ol/~~ II TX - Txo/I 
XED, UED, xED(T) 
> r > II ~P)ll. 
(17) 
Theorem 1 implies now that B,(O) c R(o, which is equivalent to 
B,(y,) c R(T). Let y E B,(y,) and u E D(T) be such that y = Tu and assume 
that II u - x0 II > s. Then 
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a contradiction to y E B,.( y,,). Thus, u E B,( y,,) and the proof is complete. 
In the following result the ball B,(O) is assumed to belong to the domain 
D(T) and the solution u(t) to a differential equation is shown to belong to 
this ball if it starts at u(0) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, X” be uniformly convex. Let T be m-accretive with 
pS c D(T) for some s > 0. Suppose further the existence of a positive 
constant r such that 
II VU < r/2 G II WIPT llxll = s* (18) 
Then B,(O) c R(T), where ,u = (2/3)(r/2 - 11 T(O)ll). 
Proof: We consider the problem 
u’(t) = -Tu(r) + p, u(O)=O, tER+, (19) 
where p is a fixed point in B,(O). We are planning to show that (19) has a 
unique solution u(t) such that II u(t)11 < s for t E R + . To this end, we consider 
the problem 
u’(t) = -Tu(t) - &u(t) + p, u(O) = 0, t E R (20) 
for E > 0. By Theorem B, a unique weakly C’ function u,(t) solves (20). 
Moreover, II z$(O)j/ = (I -T(O) + pII > II u:(t)(l, t E R + . We are going to show 
that u,(t) E B,(O) for t E R + . In fact, suppose that II u,(t)11 = s for some t > 0. 
Then there exists t, > 0 such that II u,(t)ll < s for t E [O, to) and II u,(t,,)lj = s. 
Since u(t) is strongly continuous on R, , we have (cf. Browder [ 1, 
Proposition 9.41) that 
$ II u&II2 = 2 WW, JW>>)T tER 
Thus, for t = t,, 
f II %(t>lr 1 = 2 Wu:M9 4&J)) f’1Q 
= 2 Ret--Tu,(hJ - Mt,) + P, J(u,(t,))) 
= - 2 WTu,(b) - T(O), J(u&,))) (21) 
- 2~ Wu,(tJ9 Jk(4J)) - 2 R@“(O) -P, J(u,(tJ)) 
< - 2~ II G,I12 - 2 WW - P, J(u,(td)). 
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Now assume that the last member of (21) is nonnegative. Then we have 
E II GJ1* G -WYO) - P, JMh,))) 
G (II W)ll + II P II> II m3K 
(22) 
6 II adll Q II ml + II Pll. (23) 
On the other hand, from (20) we obtain 
6 II %(bJll a II ~%kd - PII - II ml)ll 
> II %(f,) - PII - II WI1 (24) 
= II %kJ - PII - II W) - PII* 
Combining (23) and (24) we obtain 
r - IIPII < II %M - PII G 2 II W9ll + 2 IIPIL 
which contradicts I] p /I < ,L Consequently, 
The continuity of (d/dt) ]]~,(t)]]~ (which follows from the norm to norm 
continuity of J) implies the existence of some 6 > 0 such that 
(d/dt) ]]~,(t)]]~ < 0 for (t - t,, < 6. Thus, ]] u,(t)]] < s for t < 1, and t, - t 
sufficiently small. This however, is a contradiction to the definition of t,. It 
follows that ]]u,(t)]] < s for all t E R, , which in turn implies that the solution 
u,(t) never leaves the ball B,(O). Now let u(t), t E R, be the solution of (19) 
also guaranteed by Theorem B. Then (cf. Browder [ 1, p. 1721) we have 
1) u,(t) - u(r)l12 < c2s2et, tER, 
and u,(t) -+ u(t) as E -+ 0 uniformly on bounded intervals of R + . It follows 
that ]] u(t)]] < s, t E R + . If we let U(t)v = u,(t) for the solution u,(t), t E R, 
of 
u’(t) = -Tu(t) + p, u(O) = ZI, t E R +, 
we see that the semigroup of nonexpansive mappings {U(t)}, t E R + , 
satisfies I] U(t)(O)]] < s, t E R + . Since X is uniformly convex, we can apply 
Theorem 8.8 in Browder [l] to obtain a common fixed point u0 for the 
mappings U(t), t E R + . For this point we have Tu, - p = 0, which 
completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3. Let X* be untformly convex. Let T be m-accretive and such 
that Gc D(T), where G is an open subset of X. Furthermore, assume the 
existence of a strictly increasing function 4: R + -+ R + which is continuous at 
0, and satisfies o(0) = 0 and 
IITx--~ll>i(ll--YII) (25) 
for every x, y E G. Then TG is closed and TG is open. Moreover, let x0 E G 
be such that B(x,,) c G for some r > 0. Then TX, + BmCrM3(0) c TB,(x,). 
Proof. It is easy to see that (25) and the closedness of T imply that TG 
is a closed subset of X. We now show that TG is open. To this end, given 
x0 E G, let B,.(x,) c G for some r > 0. Now consider the operator T, given 
by 
T, x = T(x + x,,) - TX,, xED(T’-x,=D,. (26) 
Then T, is m-accretive, closed on G, with G, = G -x0, and satisfies (25) 
for x, y E G, . Moreover, 
0 = II T,P)II < 4(r) G II T,xll for every x E B,(O). (27) 
Now we can apply the proof of Theorem 2 to the operator T,. In fact, 
according to that proof, the problem 
u’(t) = -T, u(t) - &u(t) + p, u(O)=O, tER, 
has a unique solution in B,(O) if p E B,o,,,(0), E > 0. 
In view of Theorem 9.10 in [ 11, we obtain 
(I -T, u(t) - &u(t) + p II ,< Me-“, tER+, (28) 
where M is given by 
M = lkmminf f ]/ u(s)]] < co. 
It follows that the point p can be approximated arbitrarily close by values 
of the operator T, on B,(O). However, it is easy again, using the closedness 
of T, on B,(O) and Condition (25) for T, one - x,, , to see that T, B,(O) is a 
closed set. Thus, p E T,B,(O) and T(x,) + p E TB,(x,). This completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let T be m-accretive with D(T) = X and assume that X* 
is untformly convex. Moreover, let 
IITx-~~ll~4(llx-~ll>~ x, y E x, (29) 
where 4: R,+R+ is continuous at 0, strictly increasing and such that 
o(0) = 0. Then T maps X onto X. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that (29) implies that TX is closed in X. Then, 
following the proof of Theorem 3, we can show that TU is open for every 
open set U of X. Consequently, TX is also open. It follows that TX := X. 
It should be noted that the mere assumption of m-accretiveness does not 
imply the ontoness of T. For example, TX = tan-lx, x E (-co, a). 
The following teorem extends to the case of an m-accretive operator an 
interesting result of SchGneberg [8, Corollary 11. 
THEOREM 4. Let x* be uniformly convex. Let T be m-accretive on D(T) 
and let (? c D(T) with G an open subset of X. Assume that 
II TX - TYII 2 NIX - YIN (30) 
for x, y E c (4 as in Corollary 3). Moreover, let x0 E G be such that 
II TX, - PII < II TX - PII, x E =, (31) 
where p is a point in X. Then p E R(T). If (3 1) holds for all p E B,(O) (for 
some r > 0), then B,(O) c R(T). 
Proof: Consider the operator T, defined by T,x = TX - p, x E D(T), 
where p is a fixed point in X. Then T, has the same properties as T. It 
follows from Theorem 3 that T, G is closed and T, G is open. Thus, since 
T, G is a subset of the interior of T, G, aT, G c T,(aG). Now we consider the 
set 
K = {tT,x,; t E [0, l]}. 
We show that K na(T, G) # 4. In fact, let y E K n a(T, G). Then 
y E T,(aG) and y = T, x" for some ,? E aG. If T,x, = 0, we have our 
assertion. Let T, x0 # 0. If y = 0, then (I T,x, I( < I( T,Z(l = I( y II= 0; i.e., a 
contradiction. Thus, we may choose y # 0. It follows that there is t E (0, l] 
such that y=T,Z=tT,x,. If t=l,then O=IIT,~-T,X,I)~~(~~~-X,II), 
which implies that x’ = x0. This is a contradiction. Consequently, t must 
belong to (0, 1). However, this leads again to a contradiction: t I/ T,x,II < 
11 T,x,II < /I T,Zll = t II T,x,JI. Therefore, K n a(T, G) = 4. Since K is 
connected, we must have K c T, G. This implies that Tu, - p = 0 for some 
U, E G and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume that T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 
(except, possibly, (3 1)). Assume further that there exists a number r > 0 such 
that 
II T%II + 2r G II w xEaG, (32) 
where x0 is a fixed point of G. Then B(O) c R(T). 
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Proof. It suffices to observe that 
for every x E aG, where p is any point of B,(O). 
We close this section by indicating how some of the above results can be 
extended to operators of the type T + C, where T is m-accretive and C 
compact. We give below a theorem for such operators that extends 
Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let X* be uniformly convex. Let T satisfy the assumptions 
of Theorem 4 (except, possibly, (31)). Furthermore, let G be a closed, convex 
and bounded subset OfX, and C: 6 X be a compact mapping (continuous 
on G and such that CG is compact). Moreover, let 
// TX, + Cv + pII< //TX + Cv - pII, xEaG, vEG, (33) 
where p is aJxedpoint on X, and x,, aJixed point of G. Then p E R(T + C). 
Proof: Since for each v E G the operator T,, given by T,(x) = TX + Cv, 
x E D(T), satisfies the hypotheses on T of Theorem 4, it follows that for each 
v E G there exists x E G such that TX + Cv = p. It is easy to see that there is 
a unique such x for each v E G. Now we consider the mapping g: G-+ G 
defined by 
g(v) = T-‘(p - Cv). (34) 
Then g is continuous on G and g(G) is a relatively compact subset of G. It 
follows from the Schauder-Tychonov theorem that g has a fixed point in G. 
This completes the proof. 
It should be noted that the degree theory developed by Browder in [ I] 
does not apply to operators T + C as above with noncontinuous m-accretive 
operators T. As in Corollary 4, we may choose C to be any compact 
mapping from G to X such that 
II TxoII + 2 II Cv - PII G II WI, vEc, xEi?G. 
Variations of Theorems 1, 2 can be extended to the case of certain 
demicontinuous accretive operators T as in Theorem C, if we can show that 
the equations T, + (l/n)x, = p have solutions x,, n = 1, 2,..., that are in 
g,.(O) c D(T) for some r > 0, without necessarily having T m-accretive. To 
this end, we establish the following theorem that also extends Theorem 3 of 
Schoneberg [S]. 
THEOREM 6. Let X* be uniformly convex. Let G c X be open, and let T: 
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G -+ X be accretive and demicontinuous. Furthermore, assume that B(O) c G 
for some Y > 0, TBJO) is closed, T is continuous at zero and 
II TW < rl/2 G II TW2, llxll > r, x E G, 
for another positive constant r, . Then B,(O) c R(T), where 
P = W)(r,P - II WW>. 
Prooj We consider the problem 
u’(t) = -Tu(t) - (l/n) u(t) + p, u(0) = 0, (35) 
where n is fixed and II pII < p. This problem has a unique local solution u,(t) 
because the operator T,x = (T + (l/n)Z)x - p satisfies the assumptions of 
the existence theorem C. Moreover, by an argument similar to that of 
Theorem 2, u,,(t) E B(O) for as long as u,,(t) exists. Since the weak 
derivative u’,(t) is bounded over the maximal interval of existence of u,,(t), 
we must have I( u,(t) - u,(t’)(I < M It - t’ ( for all t, t’ in the domain of u,,(t), 
where 
M = ii?+ inf h-’ I/ u,(h)& 
Thus, u,(t) is extendable to a global solution on R + . At this point we obtain, 
as in Theorem 3. 
/I Tu(t) + (l/n) u(t) - p (I < Me-“‘““, t > 0, (36) 
which implies that 
fi; (Tu(t) + (l/n) u(t) - p) = 0. + (37) 
Now it is easy to see that the set K = (T $ (l/n)Z) B(O) is closed. It follows 
that p E I? = K. Consequently, for each n > 1 there exists x, E B.(O) such 
that 
TX, + (l/n)x, = p. (38) 
Since (l/n)x, -+ 0 as n + co and Z’B,(O) is closed, we obtain that p E TB,(O). 
Since p E B,(O) is arbitrary, we have that B,(O) c R(T) and the proof is 
complete. 
4. DISCUSSION. EXAMPLE 
Most of the results of this paper that employ the function 4 can be shown 
to be true for more general functions. For example, one could use instead the 
various functions a: R + --t R + considered by Deimling in [ 21. 
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All the results of this paper hold true for real Banach spaces if all 
“products” Re(u, J(U)) are replaced by (u, J(u)). 
Lange gave in [6] several examples of operators T mapping a Hilbert 
space into itself and satisfying the assumptions of Theorem A. To illustrate 
our Theorem 1, actually Corollary 2, we give the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= L,[O, z] (real L, space) with the L,-norm of x 
denoted by /Ix]]. S ince X is a Hilbert space , X, P(=X) are uniformly 
convex. Consider the operator T, such that (T,x)(t) = -x”(t) with domain 
D(T,) defined as follows: 
W,) = (u E L,[O, ] x ; U, U’ are absolutely continuous, U” E L, [0, n] 
and u(0) = U(X) = 0). 
Then T, maps D(T,)c X into X and it is easy to see that it is an m- 
accretive operator. Now let 6: [0, n] x R + R be continuous, increasing in its 
second variable and such that b(t, 0) = 0 for all t E [0, ~1. Assume further 
that there exists a function d E L,[O, n] and a constant a > 0 such that 
I w, u)l < a 124 I + 4th (t, u) E [0, r] x R. 
Then it follows from Theorem 19.1 in Vainberg [9] that the operator T, 
such that (T*x)(t) = b(t,x(t)) maps the space X continuously into itself. It is 
easy to see that T, is also an accretive operator on all X. Thus, (cf. Browder 
[ 1, Theorem 9.141) T, is m-accretive. Since D(T,) is dense in L,[O, n], it 
follows from Theorem 10.4 of Browder [l] (with T, = 0 there) that the 
operator T= T, + T, is m-accretive on D(T) = D(T,). Furthermore, for 
x E D(T) we obtain 
(TX, x) = -l= x”(t) x(t) dt + 1X b(t, x(t)) x(t) dt > l* [x’(t)]’ dt 
0 0 0 
(39) 
> (4/7r*) I’z [x(t)]’ dt. 
0 
The last inequality above is well known. Thus, we further obtain 
II Txll II-4 > 0% x> > (4/n*) 11-412~ (40) 
which implies that /I TxlJ > (2/n) llxll f or all x E D(T). Corollary 2 implies 
now that if x0 = y, = 0, we have B,(O) c T@,(O) f7 D(T)) for all s > 0, 
where r = (2s/7r). 
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